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absorption costing 270–271
absorption costing 284
comparisons with variable and
throughput costing 279

influence in inventory 276
normal costing 277–279

absorption costing income statements
271, 273–274, 550
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differences between variable costing
and 275f, 275–276
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213, 225
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321
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agency costs 649–650, 650f, 665
agency problems 579
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denominator considerations 278
direct method 73–74
labour-related 360
reciprocal method 76–77
single-rate allocations 80
step-down method 74–79, 75f

allocation rates 213 see also
allocation rates

Amazon 527
analysis at the account level 30, 50
anti-dumping tariff 529
Apple 507, 616
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and guidelines 658

ASX Corporate Governance Council
657, 659, 660

Corporate governance principles
and recommendations 657

ASX Listing Rules 657
Australian Accounting Standards 209
Australian and New Zealand Risk

Management Standard 659
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Commission (ACCC) 529
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ASX Listing Rules

average cost (AC) 41–42, 50
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balanced scorecard 449, 450, 607,

611–612, 614–622
behavioural aspects 622
biases 630
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strategies 623

data collection methods 624
develop performance objectives and
measures 623

employee compensation 624
feedback loop 624–628
four perspectives analysis 614f, 623,
632–633
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626f

implementing 624–628
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in medical insurance setting 618
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mistakes in implementation 630
Mountain Mist Brewery 619–620
organisation-wide implementation
623

performance targets 624
steps in implementation 622–628
strategy and strategy maps links 632
strengths 628
sustainability integration framework
703

sustainability measures 703–704
sustainability performance evaluation
tool 695

uncertainties 629–630
weaknesses 628–630, 629f

Banking Royal Commission 658
Barings Bank 661
batch-level activities 363, 379
belief systems 445, 448t, 622, 633
benchmarking
budgets as performance 177–179
cost allocations 65
key performance management 152
mass production 255
using static budgets for 177

Beyond Budgeting model 152–154
12 principles 152t
handicapping systems 154

Beyond Budgeting model 152t
BHP Billiton 689, 691–692
biases 630
bonus banks 657
bottlenecks 401, 420
boundary systems 448t, 622,

633–634
BP 692
breakeven point 106–107, 122
budget analysis 320
budget assumptions 168, 191
budget cycle 167–168, 168f, 191
budget variances 177, 191, 299
budgetary slack 180, 191
budgeted capacity 278, 279
budgeted costs 66
budgeted financial statements 168, 191
budgeted revenues
comparison with actual revenues
321

budgeted statement 173
budgeting
behavioural implications 150–152
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manipulating 180
non-manufacturing entities 173–174
participative approach 151f
transparent planning process 151

budgets 167, 191
multiple 151
non-manufacturing entities 173–174
objectives 167f
performance benchmarks 177–179
preparing independent forecasts 180
responsibility 180–181
uncertainties influencing 169
unspent costs 148

business intelligence 7
business-unit level strategy 444
by-products 404
accounting value of 412
joint products and 411–413
recognising value of 412–413
time of production value 412–413
time of sale value 413

cap-and-trade systems 683
capacity constraints 400, 401
capital budgeting 463, 490
categories within 463
process for addressing 463f
sustainability budgeting sheet
700–703, 702f

sustainability management 694,
700–703

capital budgets 168, 174
capital investment decisions
alternative methods 470–472
long-term decisions 463

carbon accounting 693
carbon credits 684, 693
carbon emissions, world 683
carbon footprint monitoring 6,

685–687, 709
carbon neutrality 686, 709
carbon pollution, reduction 685
Carnegie, Andrew 6
cash budgets 168, 191
developing 174–177

cash disbursements 145f, 175–176
cash flows 174
adjustment for real and nominal
methods 480f

capital investment decisions
464–465

income taxes impact 478
NPV method 465–466
present value of 465–466
strategic investment impact on 144
uncertainties 467–468

cash receipts 145f, 175
Caterpillar 515
cause-and-effect cost drivers 66
cause-and-effect relationship awareness

369
centralised entities 575–576, 594
Chartered Institute of Management

Accountants (CIMA) 659
ChemiANZ 698
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 683

Cisco Systems 150
Climate Change Review 682
codes of conduct 3
Collins, Jim 630
collusive pricing 529, 532
communication 662
compensation
contracts 653
long-term key factors 652

competitive advantage 506
competitive analysis tools 444
competitive effectiveness variance 321
computer production entities
comparisons of residual income, ROI
and EVA 585

EVA 584–585
negotiated transfer prices 591–592
ROI 580–582

conformance 659
conformance–performance link 691
constant gross margin NRV method

408–409, 415, 420
constant variance 47
constrained resources 400–402
general decision rules 401–402
identifying relevant 368
qualitative factors 402
quantitative analysis 402

constraint 400, 420
consumer surveys 516
consumer welfare 529
contingency planning
sustainability management 685

continuous cost improvements
506–509

contribution margin per unit 106, 122
contribution margin ratio (CMR)

107, 122
contribution margins 106, 122, 401
control 444, 445
control system tool 621
conventional cost accounting systems

360–361
overhead cost allocation 360, 360f

conventional job costing 371–374
conventional process costing systems

238, 239f
conversion costs 238, 240, 257
journal entries 246

core control system 451, 452f
core values statements 3
corporate collapses 658
corporate disclosures 689
corporate fraudsters 662
corporate legal services
costing systems 70–71

corporate level strategy 444
corporate tax 593
Corporations Act 2001 657
correlated independent variables 47
cost accounting 4, 16
historical perspective of techniques
6–7

cost accounting information 4–8
difference from management
accounting 4

cost accounting systems, use in
sustainability management 694

cost allocation 65, 87, 360
cost allocation rates 66–67
cost behaviour 26, 50, 66
advantages and disadvantages of
42f

analysis of 81–82
cost centres 454, 578, 595
planning and budgeting approaches
147–148

cost containment approaches 683
cost data
actual 550
limitations of 79
unreliable 363

cost drivers 11, 16, 29, 50, 65–66, 87
ABC systems 365–366
classifications of 65
consumption by type of accounts
366f

criteria for identifying appropriate
65, 68

determining rates 366, 366f
manufacturing overhead 213
operating departments 68
types of 11–12

cost estimates
reliance on 43
uses and limitations of 41–43

cost function 50
algebraic form 28
estimation techniques 29–32
regression analysis 37–41
reviewing methods in estimation
40–41

revising estimation techniques
39–40

cost hierarchy, ABC 362–363
cost leadership strategy 445
cost objects 11–12, 16, 26,

63–64, 87
allocation base 366–367
estimating relevant costs 32f
identifying relevant 68, 212, 364
overview of simple costing system
67f

relationship of direct cost to single
64f

relationship of indirect cost to
multiple 64f

cost of goods 209
pro rata allocation 217, 218

cost of goods sold (COGS) expense
270

cost of sales 209 see also cost of goods
cost pools 66, 87, 212, 225
activity 361, 365
assigning costs between departments
73

direct 211
factors influencing types of 222
grouping 66, 68
indirect cost rates 68–69
manufacturing overhead 211–213
multiple 361
operation costing 254
revising grouping of 81–82
support 80
types of 213
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adjustments in general ledgers
337–342

framework 320
cost-based pricing 523–524, 527–528,

532
cost-based transfer prices 589–590,

595
cost-benefit analysis 8, 16
cost-plus pricing systems 68
cost–volume–profit (CVP) analysis

106, 122, 178, 403
limitations of 111
multiple products 109–111
relevant range 115
single product 107–109
spreadsheet computations 110

cost–volume–profit graph (CVP) graph
manufacturing and production entities
108–109

cost/benefit tests 64, 87
costing frameworks
contemporary 63
conventional 63
operating departments 71–79
service entities 67–71

cradle-to-grave analysis 685
cross-subsidisation 66
currently attainable standard 298
customer perspective 615, 620, 634
customer profitability 367, 509–514
analysis 513
cost and revenue data 512f
data 509
determining levels of 513
identifying relevant cost pools 513
income statement and balance
sheet 512f

product and customer statistics
511f

production and cost accumulation
511f

resource consumption of customers
509f

suitable marketing approaches 510
customer satisfaction index 608
customer value 450
customer-sustaining activities 363,

367, 379
customers with high and low

service costs 367f
customised products 209

Daiwa Bank 661
database of products
TOC methods 554, 555f

death spiral 528, 532
decentralised entities 575–576, 594
decision making processes 404
centralised 575–576
considerations 474
cost and management accounting
4–8

cost of reversing 473
decentralised 153
decentralized 575–576
impact of quality information 8
quality of 404

decision rights 167, 191
assigning appropriate 181f

decision-maker bias 404
deferred bonuses 657
deferred fixed overheads 550
deflation 479, 490
degree of operating leverage 115, 122
formulas 112

Dell Computers 616
demand-based capacity levels 278
demand-pull systems 557
Deming, W. Edwards 559, 560
14 principles of management 559f,
651

denominator reasons 277, 281–282
departmental cost flows 239f
dependent variables 47
depreciation deductions 478
diagnostic controls 448t, 621, 633
direct cost variance 325–328, 326f
analysing information 328–330, 339
identifying reasons 328–330
journal entries 328
summary 339

direct costs 64, 87
assigning 211–212
computer monitoring software 212
impact of technology on tracking
222

manufacturing process 209
tracing and allocating 270

direct emissions 686
direct labour 209, 238, 240, 270
direct labour budgets 171
direct labour efficiency variance

327–328, 339, 345
direct labour price variance 327, 338,

345
direct materials 209, 238, 270
and conversion costs 238
disbursements 176f, 176
target costing 518
throughput costing 279
tracking costs 254
transfer of 216
variations in process costing 246

direct materials budgets 170–173
direct materials efficiency variance

327, 339, 345
reasons for 328

direct materials price variance 326,
340f, 345

reasons for 328
direct methods 72, 87
comparisons with step-down and
reciprocal methods 79

support departments 72–74
discount rate 467–469, 490
discounted payback 472, 490
discrete programs 148
discretionary cost centres 147–148,

578
discretionary expenditures 111, 450
divisional-level balanced scorecards

615
Dow Jones Sustainability Index

(DJSI) 689
drum-buffer-rope concept 551

dual-rate allocations 80–83, 87
limitations of 80
reciprocal method 80

dual-rate transfer prices 590, 595
dumping 529, 532
DuPont analysis 580, 594
DuPont Company 580
dysfunctional behaviours 150, 454,

582

earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)
580, 584

eBay 527
economic order quantity (EOQ) 557,

564
economic value added (EVA) 450, 579,

584–585, 594, 595
advantages and disadvantages of
585–586, 595

economic value creation 450
ecosystem modelling 686
efficiency variance 299–300, 309, 325
embodied emissions 686
emissions trading scheme (ETS) 683,

684
employee value 450
engineered cost centres 147, 578

see also cost centres
engineered estimate of cost 29, 42, 50
enterprise governance frameworks 659
enterprise resource planning (ERP) 7
enterprise risk management (ERM)

659
enterprise-wide control 663
enterprise-wide systems 7
environmental performance 6
managing costs 368

equity incentives 652
equity payments 651
equivalent units 240, 257
calculation for cost per unit using
FIFO 244

work in process and 238–240
error term 35, 46
estimated allocation rate 213, 225
estimated fixed overhead allocation rates

270, 277–279
estimated sales 112
estimation bias 468
ethical decision making 691
ethical investors 689
EVA see economic value added;

economic value added (EVA)
evaluative performance management

framework 446
twelve framework questions and
diagram 446f

Excel 31
flexible budgets software 178
IRR calculations 471f
NPV calculations 469f

Excel Solver 83
executional cost drivers 11, 12
expected capacity 278
external activities 561t, 561
external incentives 651
external reports 5, 5f, 16, 704
sustainability accounting 688
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extrinsic rewards, arguments

against 651

facility-sustaining activities 363,
379

favourable variance 177, 191, 299,
328, 332

feedback loops 624–628
Fiat 575
FIFO see first-in, first-out (FIFO) method
FIFO process cost report with

standard costs 255
financial accounting 4, 16
financial budgets 168, 191
financial capital 690
financial measures 608–612, 616, 634
financial performance measures 454
financial perspective 615, 619–620,

634
regional hospitals 624

financial risks 660
financial statements 5, 241
finished goods 209
inventory 247
pro rata allocation 217, 218

Firestone 560
first-in, first-out (FIFO) method 240,

257
comparisons with weighted average
241, 244, 246, 249

cost report for normal and abnormal
spoilage 251–252

inventory valuation report
248–249

journal entries 247f
process cost report for inventory
valuation 244–245

process cost reports relevance 240
fixed cost pools 80
fixed costs 26, 50
disadvantages 112
Excel Solver allocation spreadsheet
84f, 84

support departments 82
fixed overhead allocation’s normal

costing 277–279
fixed overhead budget variance 331,

345
journal entries 334

fixed overhead cost pools 212, 213
fixed overhead spending variance 333,

345
reasons for 334

fixed overheads 270
‘Flat World’ 443–444
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Flamholtz’s control system framework

451–453
flexible budgets 178, 191, 297, 309,

319, 326
in practice 301–307
software packages 178
use in performance evaluation
181–182

variances and 179, 306–307
flexible manufacturing systems 254
fnancial budgets 168

focus groups 516, 615
food production entities 238
cost flows 239f
direct cost variances journal entries
328

joint products with sales mix
413–416

overhead variance journal entries
334

Ford 559, 560
forgone profit 221, 399
formal controls 445
formal methods of information

gathering 4
fraud, contributing factors 662
fringe benefits 71
full absorption costing 550
Full Carbon Accounting Model

(FullCAM) 686
full cost of cost objects 64, 87
simple costing systems 67f

future costs 33–34
future value 465, 490
future value tables 485t, 487t

GAAP 487t
Garibaldi 560
Garnaut, Ross 682
General Electric 575
general journal entries 216
general knowledge 576, 595
general ledger entries 216
generally accepted accounting principles

(GAAP) 7, 216
cost of goods sold (COGS) 270
volume variance 278

Gillette 630
global financial crisis 657, 658
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 687
Australian stakeholders 687

Globalisation 1.0 443
Globalisation 2.0 443
Globalisation 3.0 443
Google 444
government regulations on pricing

529–545
graphical technique of cost estimation

30
GraysOnline 527
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Green Supply Chain Management

(GSCM) 507, 508f
greenhouse gas emissions 682–684
market-based approaches 683

Hancock, Bernard 619
handicapping systems 154
Harley-Davidson Inc 254, 276
high-low method 31–32, 50
not-for-profit entities 32

higher-quality information 8, 41, 402
higher-quality management decisions

pathway 8f, 631f
higher-resource consuming customers

509
Holden 559
Honda Motor Company 575
Honda, Soichiro 575

human capital 687, 690
hybrid costing systems 254, 257

ideal standard 297, 298
idle capacity 394, 395, 551
incentives 661–662
equity 652
forms of 651–652
interaction between variances
and 300

income tax returns 5
income-based performance evaluation

579–586
incremental budgeting 148, 155
incremental operating cash flows 465
incremental tax cash flows 478
independent variables 47
indifference point 113, 116, 122
indirect cost rates 66, 87
indirect costs 41, 64–65, 87
allocation process 65–67
cost pools 68–69
fixed 79
legal firms 70–71
manufacturing process 209
reasons for allocatingindirect 65

indirect emissions 686
individual jobs costing 209
individual-level balanced scorecards

615
sustainability management accounting
703

industry-based value chains 9f, 9
inflation 479–481, 491
informal controls 445
informal methods of information

gathering 4
information
access to 5
historical 29
past cost 29, 41, 42
quality 41
quality of 402
types of 7, 79

information gathering methods 4
information systems 4
Information Systems Audit and Control

Foundation 659
information timeliness 277, 402
innovation and growth perspective

620
innovation cycle 616, 634
input measures 623
input–output chart of accounts 700
insourcing 399, 420
general decision rules 399–400
qualitative factors 400
quantitative analysis 399–400

inspection 219
Institute of Management Accountants

(IMA) 4
Integrated Reporting (IR) 689
intellectual capital 5, 444, 690
interactive control systems 448t, 633
internal activities 561t, 561
internal business process perspective

615, 620, 634
internal management consultants 7
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internal management control 695
internal rate of return (IRR) method

465, 470–471, 491
comparisons with NPV method 471

internal reports 5, 5f, 16, 272, 279
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(ICAP) 682
International Federation of Accountants

(IFAC) 682
Enterprise governance framework
659, 690

International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) 209

international income taxes 592
International Integrated Reporting
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International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) Standards
10, 685

Internet of Things (IoT) 620
internet technology, impact on inventory

information 506
intrinsic rewards 650
inventoriable product costs 209, 226
for customised products 210–212

inventory 276–277
inventory and cost of sales budgets

172–173
inventory valuation processes 244
investment (I) 553
investment centres 454, 579, 595
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investment turnover 580
IRR method see internal rate of return

(IRR) method
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ISO 140402006 Environmental

management — life cycle
assessment 685

Ittner and Larcker’s value-based
management framework 451f

Ittner and Larcker’s value-based
management framework 450–451
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job cost information 222–223
job cost record 212, 226
job costing 209, 222–223
computerised and manual systems
212

cost flows in manufacturing 213
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216–219

monitoring 71
overview 211
specific 216
tracing and allocating product
costs 210f

job rotation 663
joint costs 405
allocating process 405–408
allocation methods 408–410
information from 416

joint products 404, 420
and by-products 411–413

decision-making cost flowchart 410
decision-making processes
410–411

processing past split-off 410–411
quantitative and qualitative
factors 411

sales mix methods 413–416
sales mix methods comparisons
415–416

just-in-time (JIT) 413–416
inventory management 276
kanban system 558f, 558
manufacturing 547
production 506, 557–559

just-in-time (JIT) production and
inventory control systems 557,
558, 564

kaizen budgeting 150, 155
kaizen costing 519–522, 532, 581, 616
advantages and disadvantages of
522f, 522

manufacturing and production
entities 519

Kaplan and Norton’s strategy map
framework

translation into operational
plans 449f

Kaplan and Norton’s strategy map
framework 449–450

keep or drop decisions 397 see also
product line and business
segment decisions

general decision rules 397–398
qualitative factors 398
quantitative analysis 397–398

Kerviel, Jérôme 661
Kidder, Peabody & Co. 661
KM see knowledge management
knowledge management (KM)

577, 595
Komatsu 515
Kyoto Protocol 683

lag indicators 609
lead indicators 609
lean accounting 454, 549
activities 550
manufacturing variables before and
after 549f

lean production 547
lean thinking 454, 547, 564
model 548f, 548

learning and growth perspective
617, 634

Leeson, Nick 661
legal and regulatory risks 660
legal services see corporate legal

services
life cycle analysis 699–700, 709
life cycle assessment (LCA) 687
life cycle costing 522–523, 532, 709
sustainability management 699–700

line item loss 221
linear regression analysis 46
long-term financing budgets 174
lower-resource consuming

customers 509

main products 404
make or buy decisions 399, 420

see also outsourcing
general decision rules 399–400
sustainability management accounting
695

management accountants 7
management accounting 4–8, 16,

443–444
and control 446
technical aspects 443

management accounting information 8
management accounting systems
key components influencing 6

management by exception 300
management decision making 3f, 3–4
managerial control systems
links between organisational strategies
445, 445f

short-form term 445
manufactured capital 690
manufacturing and production entities
ABC systems 371–374
absorption costing income statements
271, 273–274

activity management practices 560
after-tax profits calculations 110
budgeted income statements 173
by-products accounting 412
cash budgets 174–177
cash disbursements 145f, 175–176
cash receipts 145f
conventional job costing 371–374
cost flows 240f
cost-based pricing 523–524
costing methods 214
customer cash receipts 175, 175f
CVP graph 108–109
degree of operating leverage
112–116

direct cost variance information 339
estimated volumes and costs 373f
FIFO process cost journal entries
247, 247f

FIFO process cost report with spoilage
251–252

FIFO process cost reports 244, 248
FIFO process cost reports with WIP
244–246

flexible budget variances 179, 182f
general ledger entries 216
joint cost allocation methods
408–409

joint product decision making
410–411

journal entries 216
kaizen costing 520–522
margin of safety percentage 112
master budgets 168–174
multiple products CVP analysis
109–111

multiple products spreadsheet 118f
overhead cost control accounts 215
partial job cost record 211f, 215f
pre-tax profit calculations 108
process 515–517
process cost general ledger
accounts 246
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process cost reports 240, 244–246
process cost reports with WIP
243–244

process cost reports without WIP
241–243

relevant costs and qualitative
factors 396f

revenues and costs planning
process 520f

revenues and processing costs 406f
separate cost pools 212, 213
short-term financing budgets
146f, 177f

standard costs 337
special orders 394–396
static budget variances 178–179
steps in design cycle 515, 516f
suitable cost centres 148
target costing design cycle 515, 516f
target costing over time 522
throughput costing income statements
279

TOC performance measures 553
transfer prices setting methods
587–588

variable costing income statement
273–274

weighted average process cost reports
249

manufacturing flexibility 558
manufacturing overhead 270, 271
manufacturing overhead budgets

171–172
manufacturing variables, before and after

lean accounting 549f
margin of safety 111–112, 115–116,

122
in revenues 111
in units 111
percentage 112

margin of safety percentage 112, 122
marginal costs 28, 50
mark-up percentages 523
profit-maximising price 526f, 526

market research 516
market share 615
market share variance 322, 322f, 324t,

345
market size variance 322, 322f, 324t,

345
market-based methods 407
market-based pricing 525–527, 532
product differentiation and degree of
competition 525, 525f

reducing prices to suit 506
market-based transfer prices 589, 595
mass-produced products, assigning

product costs 238
master budgets 168, 191, 297
developing 168–170, 173
role of 168–174

material variances 211
adjustments in general ledgers
337–342

material-only cost systems 550
materials requisition form 211
measurement errors 370–374
Medicare 529

Microsoft Xbox consoles 506, 523
Mismeasurements 253
mission statements 3
mistakes in implementation 630
Mitsubishi 559
mixed costs 27, 50
Motorola 527, 575
Mount Dandenong Bikes 145–147
Mountain Mist Brewery 619–620
moving baseline concept 473
multiple regression analysis 35, 44–46,

50

National Australia Bank (NAB) 689
National Greenhouse and Energy

Reporting Act 2007 (NGER Act)
686

natural capital 687, 690
negative corporate image 474
negotiated transfer prices 590–592,

595
net present value (NPV) method

465–467, 491, 696
building construction entities 465
cash flows 465–466
comparisons with IRR method 471
consistency considerations
480–481

income taxes and 478
inflation 479–481
real and nominal methods for
479–481

net realisable value (NRV) method
407, 409, 415, 420

net-promoter-score (NPS) 608
New Zealand Accounting Standard NZ

IAS 2 Inventories 209
nominal cash flow bias 479
nominal method 479, 491
cash flow adjustments 480f

nominal rate of interest 479, 491
non-financial measures 608, 634
benefits and disadvantages of
609f

non-manufacturing costs
kaizen costing 520–522
recording 270
reducing 373–374
target costing 518–519

non-operating assets 580
non-operating items 168
non-productive output 700
non-routine operating decisions

402–404
general decision rules 417
information used 403f
process for addressing 393f
qualitative factors 402–404
quality of decision making and
information 404

non-value-added activities 10, 11f, 16,
368, 379

normal capacity 278
normal costing 214
motivation to use 277
similarities and differences between
actual costing 214f

volume variance 278

normal spoilage 219–221, 226, 250,
257

journal entries 220
mismeasurements 253
process costing 250

not-for-profit entities
budgets 173
direct method allocation 73–74
dual-rate allocations 83
financial measures 615
keep or drop decisions 397–398
pricing methods 528–529
reciprocal method 76–77
revenue centres 578
stakeholder groups 649
step-down method 74–79

NPV method see net present value
(NPV) method

numerator reasons 277

operating assets 580
operating budgets 168, 191
operating cash disbursements 174
operating cash receipts 174
operating cycle 144–147
operating departments
allocation bases 71–79
cost drivers 68
costing frameworks 67–79

operating expenses 551, 553
elevate constraint 554, 556f
factors influencing levels of 144

operating income, denominator effects
281–282

operating margin ratios 625
operating plans 4, 16, 297
operating units 147
operation costing 254, 257
operational audits 616
operational risk 111, 116, 122, 660,

667
operations cycle 616, 634
opportunity costs 8, 16, 399
spoilage 221–222
transfer prices 588

organisation-sustaining activities 363,
379

organisational control system
451, 452f

organisational core competencies 3, 16
organisational culture 451
organisational level cost drivers 12f
organisational performance 608–612
organisational reputation 473, 560, 691
organisational strategies 3–4, 16, 444
links between managerial control
systems tools 445f, 445

long-term 463
organisational structure 451
organisational structures and

management accountability 449
organisational vision 3, 16
organisational-based value chains 9,

11f
organisational-level balanced scorecards

615, 619
Otley’s performance management

systems framework 446–448
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outsourcing 10, 399, 420
general decision rules 399–400
qualitative factors 400
quantitative analysis 399–400

overapplied overheads 214–216, 226
adjusting methods for 214–216

overhead cost control accounts 216,
226

overhead cost pools 41
types of 212–213

overhead cost variances 330–334
analysing information 334–336
summary 334

overheads 64, 87, 238

participative budgeting 180, 191
past cost information 29, 41
pay-for-performance issues

656–657
payback method 465, 471–472, 491
peak load pricing 528, 532
penetration pricing 528, 532
performance 659
performance bonuses 80, 276
as motivating tool 179, 180
bonus pool systems 655–656
fairness perspective 416
issues associated with 656–657
long-term versus short-term 652
using budget variances to measure
181–182

performance evaluation 454
budget adjustments 181–182

performance measurement 663
performance measurement systems

610–611
performance measures 609–610
characteristics of effective 610f

performance measures, targets and
rewards 653f

performance targets 624, 627–628
period costs 209, 226, 271, 278, 284,

697
physical output method 406–407, 414,

420
uses of 409

piecewise linear cost function 28, 48,
50

pilot projects 516–517, 519, 624
plant-wide cost pools 212
Playstation consoles 559
point-of-service optical character

readers 4
Porter, Michael, Professor 9
Porter’s competitive forces model 444,

444f
post-investment audits 478, 491
post-sales service cycle 617, 634
hospitals 617

practical capacity 278, 279, 375t
pre-tax profits 108
predatory pricing 529, 532
predetermined indirect cost rates

66, 87
present value 465, 491
present value tables 481t, 483t
prevention activities 561t, 561
price discrimination 529, 532

price elasticity of demand 525–527,
532

inelastic demand 526
price gouging 528, 532
price skimming 528, 532
price variance 299, 309, 325
government regulations 529
limitations of 299
long-term profitability frameworks
514

management methods 523–529
not-for-profit entities 528–529

Prince of Wales’ Accounting for
Sustainability (A4S) Project 685,
705

Principals 649, 665
printing industry
multiple regression analysis
44–46

prioritisation in decision making
processes 404

private costs 694
private impacts 685, 709
pro rata allocation 217–219
process cost reports 241
FIFO inventory valuation
244–245

weighted average method inventory
valuation report 245–246

with WIP 243–246
without WIP 241–243

process costing 238, 257
allocation methods 240–246
general ledger entries 246

process costing information in decision
making 252–254

process maps 365f, 365
product cost flows 239f
product costs 270, 279, 284
ABC systems 372–373
job costing 371
life cycle 699f
use in sustainability management
694

product differentiation strategies
445, 617

product line and business segment
decisions 397–398

product mix variance 322f, 322, 325t,
345

product pricing, sustainability impact
698

product revenues, calculating 117
product-sustaining activities

363, 379
production budgets 168–170
production costs 212, 226
production volume variance

333–334
interpreting results from 336
use in monitoring long-term optimal
capacity 336

Productivity Commission 657f
product-sustaining activities 363,
374

profit centres 454, 579, 596
profit equations 106
profit margin ratios 625

profit variances 320–325
profit-maximising price 526f, 526
profitability index 467, 491
profitability, long-term planning methods

515
program budgeting 148, 156, 578
project risk 467
public hospitals budgeting 148
pull system 548
qualitative data 623
qualitative judgements 75
quality control systems 253
quality-related activities 561f
quarterly sales data 5

Rana Plaza 691–692
real cash flows 480
real method 479, 491
cash flow adjustments 480f

real rate of interest 479, 491
real versus nominal wages 479f
reciprocal method 76–77, 82, 87
comparisons with direct and stepdown
methods 79

cost allocation report 78f, 78
dual-rate allocations 80
Excel Solver 84–85
phases in 76, 77f

reconciliation reports 275
regression analysis 35–39, 41, 403
computer-aided programs 35
interpreting results from 35–41
trend lines 46

regular reporting 6
relative performance evaluation (RPE)

154, 656
relevant information 7–8, 16
relevant range 27–28, 50
CVP analysis 115
quantitative analysis 395–396

reporting lines 662
residual income measures 579, 583,

596
advantages and disadvantages of
584, 595

responsibility accounting 453, 456,
575, 577–579, 596

Beyond Budgeting model 153
responsibility centres 596
common types of 578–579
performance measures 578f
types of 454

return on equity (ROE) 154
return on investment (ROI) 454, 553,

579–582, 596
advantages and disadvantages of
582–583, 595

decomposition of 580, 581
revenue budget variance 320–321, 345
framework 320f

revenue budgets 169–170
revenue centres 454, 578, 596
revenue estimation 142
revenue variances 321
revenue-generating departments 71
reverse engineered products 515
reward systems 650–651
current themes and trends 656–658
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government regulations and
intervention 657–658

incentive plan evaluations
653–655

key considerations 651
structure of 650–651

rewards 650
rework 221, 250, 368
risk management 658–663
architecture 662–663
compliance and 658–659
frameworks 455
global integrated frameworks 659
principles summary 660–661

risk management committees 660
risk management system 660
risk oversight 660
risk-free rate of interest 479, 491
ROE see return on equity (ROE)
rogue traders 662
ROI see return on investment
rolling budgets 149–150, 156
rolling forecasts 152, 154
Rusnak, John 661

sales estimation 142
sales mix 109, 117
sales price variance 321, 345
and sales quantity variance 321

sales quantity variance 321, 345
sales price variance and 321

sales value at split-off point method
407, 409, 414–415, 420

sales volume variances 321–325
Samsung Electronics 404
Santos 689, 691–692
SAP systems 7
SAS computer program 35
packing costs 30
printing industry 45
scatter plots 30, 38, 50 see also
graphical technique

testing for linear assumption 47
scrap 221, 226, 411
sensitivity analysis 297, 309, 404
NPV method 467–470

separable costs 405
separate cost pools 242
service agreements 153
service entities
budgets 173
constraining factors 550
costing systems comparisons 67–71
time-driven ABC 375–376
transfer prices setting methods
588–592

share options as incentives 652
share-based performance measures 454
shareholder value creation 450
shares as incentives 652
short-term borrowing 174–177
short-term financing budgets

146f, 177f
short-term investments 174, 177f,

176–177
short-term loans 174
Simons’ levers of control 445,

448–449, 621

4Ps of strategy 448t
simple costing systems 67
simple regression analysis 35, 50
single entity-wide cost pools 212
single product CVP analysis 107–109
single-rate allocations 80, 87
operating departments 80–81

sliding scale fee 529
social and relationship capital

687, 690
social media performance measures

620–621
societal impacts 685, 709
societal value 451
Société Générale 661
Solver see Excel Solver
Sony 559
source documentation 64, 209,

212, 226
span of accountability 453
span of attention of managers
organisational structural influences
453, 454f

span of control 453
special orders 395
general decision rules 394–396
qualitative factors 396
quantitative analysis 395–396

specific knowledge 577, 596
spoilage 219, 226, 250, 257
FIFO cost report 251–252
journal entries 220
opportunity costs 221–222
process costing 250
types of 219
using cost information 252

spreadsheets 178
stakeholder groups 3
external 220
scepticism 689

standard cost 255–256, 297–298,
305, 309

developing 297–298, 337
incorporating standards 255–256

standard cost variance 299, 309
standard fixed overhead allocation rate

331, 345
standard overhead allocation rate 330,

345
standard variable overhead allocation

rate 331, 345
standards
impact on productivity levels 298

State Library of Queensland
strategy maps 613f, 614

statement of financial position see
balance sheet

static budgets 177, 191, 297, 302, 319
benchmarking 177
variances 178–179

step-down method 74–79, 87
comparisons with direct and reciprocal
methods 79

stepwise linear cost function 28,
47–48, 50

Stern Review 682
strategic accounting frameworks

446–453

strategic budgeting 142, 156
strategic expenditures 450 see also

StratEx
strategic investments 472
strategic risks 660, 691
strategies, organisations 3, 16
strategy 444 see also organisational

strategies
balanced scorecard 623
focus of 612, 633
levels of 444
State Library of Queensland’s 613f,
614

strategy maps 607, 611, 612 see also
Kaplan and Norton’s strategy map
framework

strategy Maps 449–450
Strategy Maps (Kaplan & Norton) 612
StratEx 450
structural cost drivers 12
structural safeguards 661, 663
subsidiary ledgers 209
sunk costs 410, 469
supplier value 450
suppliers 9, 10, 506
supply chain 10, 16, 506, 532
supply chain analysis 10, 454, 506–509
kaizen costing 521

supply-based capacity levels 278
support department budgets 169, 173
surplus 32
survey instruments 624
sustainability accounting 451, 687–689
external reports 688

sustainability audits 687
sustainability business governance 690
sustainability corporate governance

690
sustainability enterprise governance

framework 690
sustainability management 684–685,

709
context of sustainability accounting as
part of 688f

cycle 684f
sustainability management accounting

687–689, 709
allocating correct cost poolsallocating
697–699

balanced scorecard as sustainability
integration framework 703–704

behavioural issues associated with
705f

management decision benefits
694–696

reporting information for decision
making 693

scope considerations 693–694
technical issues associated with 705f
tools 696–704
value chain analysis 697

sustainability reports 688, 689
sustainable development goals 680f,

682
United Nations 680–684

Svenska Handelsbanken 153
SWOT analysis 444
system safeguards 661
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target costing 515–519, 522f, 532, 616
factors affecting successful 517–519
kaizen costing over time 522
manufacturing and production entities
515

tax audits 405
tax shields 478, 491
technology’s impact on organisational

decision making 577
Temasek Holdings 657
terminal cash flows 464
The BetaCodex Network see Beyond

Budgeting model
theory of constraints (TOC) method

550–557, 564
benefits and limitations 553–557
performance measurement 553

Thompson, Mark 515
throughput (T) 553
throughput contribution 279
throughput costing 279, 550–553, 564
advantages of 552–553
benefits and limitations of 553–557
comparisons with absorption and
variable costing 279–282

features of 553f
throughput costing income statements

279
Tigerair Australia 445
time value of money 463, 491
time-driven activity-based costing

(ABC) 374–377
advantages of 377
cost driver rates 374
features of 374
limitations of 377
refining activities 376

TOC see theory of constraints (TOC)
method

top-down plans 623
total discounted cash flow 466
total quality management (TQM) 474,

547, 559–562, 564
key elements 559
value chain approach 560–562

total work in process (WIP) 209
Toyota 404, 559
trade-offs 329, 330, 560, 562
transfer prices 532, 586–592, 596
additional considerations 592–593
impact on managers’ operating
decisions 587–588, 595

internal services 593
setting appropriate 588–592
shared services 592

transferred-in costs 238, 247–250, 258
journal entries 246
process cost reports 248–249

trend lines 35

piecewise linear cost function 50
stepwise linear cost function 50

triple bottom line reports 685
Tristar 558
two-point method 31, 37–38, 41, 50

uncertainties 629–630
cash flows 467–468
joint products 411
non-routine operating decisions 402

underapplied overheads 214–216, 226
adjusting methods for 214–216

unfavourable variance 177, 191,
299, 303, 333

unit-level activities 363, 379
United Kingdom
Stern Review 682

United Nations (UN) 683, 685, 687
sustainable development goals 680f,
680–684

United Nations Division for Sustainable
Development 701

United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
683, 686

unused capacity 279

value chain 9–13, 17, 454, 506–509
analysis 507, 518
customer-oriented analysis 616f
internal business process perspective
615

to quality management 560–562
value creation 549
value-added activities 10, 11f, 17,

367, 379
value-based management (VBM) 450

see also Ittner and Larcker’s value
based management framework

value-stream costing systems 550
variable cost pools 80, 82–83
variable costing 271–272, 284
comparisons with absorption and
throughput costing 279

variable costing income statements
273–274, 280

differences between absorption
costing and 275f, 275–276

expenses 271
reconciling 274–276
use as internal reports 272
uses of 280

variable costs 26, 50, 81
variable overhead budget variance 331,

345
variable overhead cost pools 212, 331
variable overhead efficiency variance

332–333, 345
interpreting results from 335–336

journal entries 334
reasons for 335

variable overhead spending variance
331–332, 345

variance analysis 299f, 298–300,
309

efficiency variance 299–300
investigation variance 300
price variances 299
production data use 302

variances 302
general conclusion and related
management actions 300

identifying 319
interactions between incentives and
300

investigation factors 300
profit-and revenue-related 320–325
sales volume and profit 321–325
separating into components 303

vendors 506
vision statements 3
Volkswagen (VW) 692
volume drivers 66, 87
volume variance
denominator considerations
278

WACC see weighted average cost
of capital

waste removal 547, 700
weighted average contribution margin

per unit 110, 122
weighted average contribution margin

ratio 110, 122
weighted average cost of capital

(WACC) 467, 491, 584
weighted average method

240, 258
comparisons with FIFO 241, 244,
246, 249

inventory valuation report 245–246,
249–250

process cost reports relevance 241
WIP see work in process
Woolworths 404
work in process (WIP) 209, 240,

253–254
inventories 238
pro rata allocation 217, 218

work-unit design 453
World Commission on Environment

and Development (WCED) 680

Yahoo 527
YouTube 444

zero-based budgeting 148–149, 156,
578
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